
 
 

 

Morning report day 350 – February 08 

The report is based on media reports, expert analyses, and official information 
posted online. Mariia Symonova has supported my efforts throughout.  

Situation  

According to information from the General Staff as of 06.00 08.02.2023, 
supplemented by its [18:00 assessment].  

“The enemy, trying to take full control of Donetsk and Luhansk Oblasts, 
continues to focus its main efforts on conducting offensive operations on the 
Kupansk, Lyman, Bakhmut, Avdiivka and Novopavlivka axes, and in the 
Kreminna, Bakhmut, Avdiivka, Opytne, Maryinka and Vugledar areas. Suffers 
significant losses, especially in manpower. 

Over the past day, units 
of the Defence Forces of 
Ukraine repelled the 
attacks of the occupiers 
in the areas of 
Novoselyvske, 
Chervonpopivka, 
Shypylivka and 
Bilogorivka of the 
Luhansk Oblast and 
Verkhnyokamanske, 
Fedorivka, Orikhovo-
Vasylivka, Dubovo-
Vasylivka, Spirne, 
Vyyimka, Bakhmut, 
Krasna Gora, Paraskoviivka, Ivanovske, Chasiv Yar, Kamianka, Vodyane, 
Pervomaiske, Krasnohorivka, Avdiivka, Marinka and Bogoyavlenka of the 
Donetsk Oblast. 

During the day, the enemy launched 8 missile strikes, 5 of which hit the 
civilian infrastructure of the city of Kharkiv, and 21 air strikes. In addition, the 
enemy carried out 39 attacks from MLRS, in particular, on the civilian 
infrastructure of Mykolaiv and Kherson Oblasts. Residential buildings were 
damaged. 

The threat of further Russian air and missile strikes on the entire territory of 
Ukraine remains high. 

• Volyn, Polissya, Sivershchyna and Slobozhanshchyna axes: there were 
no changes in the and no signs of the formation of offensive groups were 
detected. The areas of Zarutske, Popivka and Sadky settlements of Sumy 
Oblast and Veterynarne, Strilecha, Krasne, Glyboke, Lyptsi, Starytsa, 
Morokhovets, Zelene, Neskuchne, Gatyshche, Vovchansk, Budarky, 
Vilkhuvatka, Krasne Pershe, Novomlyns’k and Kamianka in Kharkiv Oblast 
were shelled. The occupiers deployed an unmanned aerial vehicle with a 

combat load in the Volfyne of the Sumy Oblast. 

• Kupyansk and Lyman axes: the vicinities of more than 40 settlements 
were affected by fire. Among them are Dvorichna, Hryanykivka, Kucherivka, 
Kupyansk, Kurylivka, Kyslivka, Kotlyarivka, Tabaivka, Berestovka, 
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Krokhmalne, Vyshneve, and Kuzmyne of the Kharkiv Oblast and 
Novoselivske, Stelmakhivka, Chervonpopivka, Novoyehorivka, Makiivka, 
Ploschanka, Nevsky, Pishchane, Kreminna, Dibrova and Belogorivka in 
Luhansk Oblast. The enemy carried out airstrikes in the areas of 
Kotlyarivka, Krokhmalne, and Bilogorivka. 

• Bakhmut axis: in particular, Spirne, Berestove, Bilogorivka, Rozdolivka, 
Zaliznianske, Paraskoviivka, Krasna Gora, Bakhmut, Ivanivske, 
Mykolayivka, Predtechyne, Klishchiivka, Kurdyumivka, New York and 
Vesele of the Donetsk Oblast were under fire. And in general - more than 30 

settlements. 

• Avdiivka and Novopavlivsk axes: Avdiivka, Vodyane, Maryinka, Pobieda, 
Novomykhalivka, Vugledar, Zolota Nyva and Neskuchne of the Donetsk 
Oblast were under tank, mortar and artillery shelling. Air strikes by the 
occupiers were recorded near Avdiivka, Nevelsky and Maryinka. In the 
Vodyane area, the Russian invaders dropped non-lethal K-51 aerosol tear 
gas grenades from UAVs on the positions of our troops. 

• Zaporizhzhia axis: more than 30 settlements, in particular, Novopil, 
Olgivske, Malynivka, Gulyaipole, Zaliznychne, Mala Tokmachka, Orihiv, 
Novodanylivka, Novoandriivka, Shcherbaki, Mali Shcherbaki, and Stepove 
of the Zaporizhzhia Oblast, were affected by fire. The enemy launched 
airstrikes near Olhivske and Gulyaipole. 

• Kherson axis: 17 settlements were damaged by enemy fire. In particular, 
Mykhailivka, Havrylivka, Mylove, Zmiivka, Novoberislav, Kozatske, Lvove, 
Tyaginka, Ivanivka, Mykilske, Antonivka, Yantarne, Berehove, Veletenske 
and Kherson. 

In the settlement of Kayiry, Kakhovka district, Kherson Oblast, the Russian 
occupying forces forcefully take away civilian cars from the local population. 

[In Melitopol’ (Zaporizhzhia oblast), the occupiers are forcing employees of public 
institutions who have received russian citizenship to renounce their Ukrainian 
citizenship in writing. Those non-compliant are threatened with dismissal.] 

During the past 24 hours, the Air Force of the Defense Forces made 12 strikes on 
the areas of concentration of personnel and military equipment of the occupiers 
and 2 strikes on the positions of anti-aircraft missile systems. Our defenders also 
destroyed a Russian SU-25 attack aircraft, a Mi-24 helicopter and 2x enemy 
UAVs "Orlan". Our missile and artillery troops hit 2 enemy control points, 7 
manpower concentration areas and an ammunition depot.” 

Explosions ring out in occupied Mariupol, Russian aircraft takes off, Ukrainska 
Pravda reports, citing Petro Andriushchenko, Advisor to the Mayor of Mariupol. 
"Five loud explosions in a row in the Prymorskyi district of Mariupol. […] The 
explosions occurred in the port area, where the occupiers had recently brought in 
equipment and air defence systems. Numerous aircraft appeared in the sky over the 
city, he said.” 

According to British Defence Intelligence, (last 48 hours): 

• Since Russia withdrew its forces from the west bank of the Dnipro in November 
2022, skirmishing and reconnaissance has continued on the complex network 
of islands and waterways which make up the Dnipro delta. 

• Russian forces have almost certainly used small boats to try to main a 
presence on key islands; Ukraine has successfully deployed long-range 
artillery to neutralise Russian outposts a number of times. Both sides have 
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likely also deployed small groups on the Kinburn Spit, which commands the 
Dnipro Gulf. 

• Both sides are likely aiming to maintain a presence in these areas to 

control maritime access to the strategically important river and to 
provide warning of any attempt by their adversaries to launch a major 
assault across the river. It is highly unlikely that Russia will attempt an 
assault crossing of the Dnipro: it would likely be extremely complex and costly. 

• It is highly likely that Russia has been attempting to re-start major 

offensive operations in Ukraine since early January 2023. Its 
operational goal is almost certainly to capture the remaining Ukrainian-held 
parts of Donetsk Oblast. 

• Russian forces have only managed to gain several hundred metres of 
territory per week. This is almost certainly because Russia now lacks the 

munitions and manoeuvre units required for successful offensives. 
Senior commanders likely make plans requiring undermanned, inexperienced 
units to achieve unrealistic objectives due to political and professional 
pressure. 

• Russian leaders will likely continue to demand sweeping advances. It 
remains unlikely that Russia can build up the forces needed to substantially 
affect the outcome of the war within the coming weeks. 

As of Wednesday 08 February, the approximate losses of weapons and military 
equipment of the Russian Armed Forces from the beginning of the invasion to the 
present day:  

• Personnel – about 134100 (+910), 

• Tanks – 3253 (+8), 

• Armoured combat vehicles – 6458 (+15), 

• Artillery systems – 2236 (+4), 

• Multiple rocket launchers –MLRS - 461 (+0), 

• Air defence means – 228 (+1), 

• Aircraft - 295 (+1), 

• Helicopters - 285 (+1), 

• Automotive technology and fuel tanks – 5112 (+5), 

• Vessels/boats - 18 (+0), 

• UAV operational and tactical level – 1961 (+3), 

• Special equipment – 211 (+3), 

• Mobile SRBM system – 4 (+0), 

• Cruise missiles – 796 (+0) 

Russia sentences soldiers for refusing to fight against Ukraine, Ukrinform 
reports. “In the temporarily occupied Sevastopol, two soldiers who snubbed the order 

to fight against Ukraine were sentenced to a prison term. […] They pleaded partially 

guilty. They were sentenced to 3 years and 4 four months and 3 years and 5 months 
in a penal colony, respectively.” 

Russians would support war in Kazakhstan and Baltic states – poll, Ukrinform 
reports, citing the Institute of Conflict Studies and Analysis of Russia (IKAR). “In 
January, 60% of Russians already had a negative attitude to the potential second 
wave of "partial mobilization" that could be launched in the country. At the same time, 
as early as December 2022, the majority of Russians called partial mobilization, 
which began last fall, a correct step. 

https://www.ukrinform.net/rubric-ato/3666882-russia-sentences-soldiers-for-refusing-to-fight-against-ukraine.html
https://www.ukrinform.net/rubric-society/3666928-russians-would-support-war-in-kazakhstan-baltic-states-poll.html
https://t.me/ikarthinktank/115


 
 

 

It is noted that the respondents mostly support the idea of bringing the number of 
Russian troops to 1.5 million and involving convicts and the Belarusian army, in 
hostilities against Ukraine. 

Also, according to the survey, there are now more people in Russia who have 
relatives or acquaintances mobilized for the war against Ukraine: compared to 
early December (60%), their share has increased to 69%. As a result, the number of 
Russians whose relatives and/or acquaintances have already been killed in 
Ukraine also increased – from 29% in December to 36% in January. […] 

Russians believe that the "operation" practically failed to achieve its goal, and 
almost three quarters would support the move to end it as early as 
tomorrow. Accordingly, an important change compared to the December survey is 
a sharp decrease in support for an indefinite "special military operation" - from 48% 
to 12% - and a simultaneous increase in those who remain undecided – from 15% 
to 32%. 

At the same time, the poll showed that the majority of Russian citizens, under 
certain conditions, would support a "special military operation" Russia 
against Kazakhstan or the Baltic states. Some 26% and 34%, respectively, 
believe that the conditions for launching military operations against these states 
already exist.” 

Russian Gazprom creates its own private military company, Ukrainska Pravda 
reports, citing the press service of Defence Intelligence of Ukraine. "The energy 
monopolist Gazprom Neft is creating its own private military company. Mikhail 
Mishustin, Prime Minister of Russia, has signed the appropriate order. 

Thus, the 'arms race' will be ongoing among the main political players of Russia 
who are actively creating private armies following the example of Yevgeny 
Prigozhin's Wagner Group." 

Humanitarian 

Ukrainian rescuers leave for Turkey, Ukrinform reports, citing Minister of 
Internal Affairs Ihor Klymenko. "The combined search and rescue team of the State 
Emergency Service of Ukraine has left for Turkey. Almost 90 rescuers and 10 search 
and rescue dogs will start work on eliminating the consequences of the terrible 
earthquakes as soon as possible, he wrote.” 

Electricity limits set throughout Ukraine and emergency power outages are to 
continue until the weekend in Odesa, Ukrainska Pravda reports, citing the press 
service of Ukrenergo. "After emergency restoration works, one unit at one of the 
thermal power plants was put back into operation. Electricity is also being imported to 
Ukraine. However, the available amount of electricity produced is still 

insufficient to cover consumption in full, the statement says. 

The electricity produced is distributed to energy and critical infrastructure (water 
utilities, boiler houses, hospitals), as well as to cover the needs of industry and the 
population. All oblast power distribution companies have been given daily 
consumption limits, but emergency blackouts are still in place in Odesa and the 
surrounding areas. […] 

"If there are no new enemy attacks, we expect to return to the outage schedules 
that were in effect until 4 February by the weekend, Ukrenergo forecasts.” 

Environmental  

https://www.pravda.com.ua/eng/news/2023/02/7/7388311/
https://gur.gov.ua/content/hazprom-stvoriuie-vlasnu-pryvatnu-viiskovu-kompaniiu.html
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https://www.facebook.com/iklymenko.fb/posts/pfbid0qMWAveR9MNF86c3JLbsxxhkvMfCpP9nsyJCrGjto8ZPdKs2yYrvsG7DLYZ9TM5sLl
https://www.pravda.com.ua/eng/news/2023/02/7/7388280/
https://t.me/Ukrenergo/1898
https://t.me/Ukrenergo/1898


 
 

 

IAEA chief's fresh Zaporizhzhia talks, WNN reports. “International Atomic Energy 
Agency Director General Rafael Mariano Grossi is expected in Russia this week for 
more talks on establishing a safety and security zone around the Zaporizhzhia 
nuclear power plant. 

Grossi has spent months seeking to get agreement on the details of a safety and 
security zone around the six-unit Zaporizhzhia nuclear power plant - Ukraine's 
largest - which has been under Russian military control since early March 2022. 
The plant is on the frontline of the war and parts of the site have been 

damaged by shelling during the war, as well as having had to use emergency 
diesel generators when connection to outside power sources has been lost. At the 
weekend he said: While some progress has been made in those discussions, it 
remains too slow and more determined efforts are required from all sides. 

Russia's official Tass news agency reported that Kremlin spokesman Dmitry 
Peskov said that there were no plans for a meeting between Grossi and President 
Vladimir Putin, but Grossi is awaited in Russia by his colleagues from Rosatom 
and from the foreign ministry ... Russia expects substantive negotiations to take 
place at the designated level. […] The aim of establishing a zone at and around the 
nuclear power plant is supported by both sides in the war, but there has yet to be 
agreement on how it would work in practice. […] 

On Friday, the IAEA reported that there had been a recent reduction in the 

water level of the main Kakhovka reservoir, forming part of the Dnipro 
river, which provides cooling water for the nuclear power plant. By design, the 
large cooling pond next to the ZNPP reactor units is kept above the level of the 
Kakhovka reservoir. But Grossi said: Even though the decreased water level does 
not pose an immediate threat to nuclear safety and security, it may become a 
source of concern if it is allowed to continue. It again shows the many potential 
risks for this major nuclear plant during the war and underlines that we 
must never become complacent about its safety and security. 

The IAEA director general also said that explosions had been heard in the 
areas near the plant and he reiterated his concerns about the stress being 
faced by the plant's staff. Of the six reactors, four units are in cold shutdown 
mode, with two in hot shutdown to supply steam and heat to the plant and the 
nearby city of Energodar, where most of the workforce lives.” 

Legal 

Russia stealing Ukraine’s grain: another ship captain charged, Ukrinform 
reports. "The Prosecutor's Office for the Autonomy continues systematic work to 
identify all those involved in organizing the illegal scheme of transporting Ukrainian 
grain, looted by the Russians, through Crimea to third countries. This time, another 
captain of the Russian vessel Nadezhda, who is involved in the transportation of 
stolen Ukrainian grain, was charged, the report says. 

The inquiry learned that in 2022, the suspect three times brought the ship to the 
closed commercial seaport Sevastopol, where looted grain was loaded. Being 
aware of the illegality of his actions, the captain periodically turned off the AIS 
(Automatic Identification System) and entered fictitious data about the ship’s 
course, claiming it was heading to the ports of the Russian Federation, not to the 
closed seaports of the occupied peninsula, the prosecutor's office noted. 

The suspect’s actions are classified under Art. 332-1 Part 2 of the Criminal Code of 
Ukraine (violation of the procedure for entering and leaving the temporarily 
occupied territory of the peninsula). He faces up to five years in prison. 

https://world-nuclear-news.org/Articles/IAEA-chief-to-hold-fresh-Zaporizhzhia-talks,-Ukrai
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Earlier, the Prosecutor's Office for the ARC had already charged the so-called 
"Minister of Agriculture of the Republic of Crimea", director of the Russian ship-
owning company, and five captains of Russian vessels involved in the 
transportation of looted grain through the occupied Crimea under Article 332-1 Part 
2 of the Criminal Code of Ukraine. As reported, Russia stole at least $1 billion 
worth of wheat from the temporarily occupied regions of Ukraine.” 

Support   

Aircrafts and long-range missiles: Kuleba announces Ukraine's main requests 
in Munich, Ukrainska Pravda reports, citing the press service of the Ministry of 
Foreign Affairs of Ukraine. “Dmytro Kuleba, Minister of Foreign Affairs of Ukraine, is 
convinced that the ongoing Munich Security Conference (MSC) will be of great 
significance since it will deal with the issue of the security of Ukraine, Europe and the 
world in general. 

This year, we will promote the topics crucial for Ukraine at the Munich Security 
Conference. The key topic is the supply of long-range missiles and opening 
the supply of combat aircrafts, since aircrafts are the last type of 
armament to be unlocked – all other positions were unlocked by teamwork 
within the course of last year. We will also discuss Ukraine’s membership in NATO 
and Russia’s future in general, the Minister reported. 

The MSC will be held on 17-19 February, not long before the first anniversary of 
the Russian full-scale invasion of Ukraine. This year, not a single member of 
the Russian government will be invited to the conference. Yet, the members 
of the Russian government will be replaced with public figures and members of the 
Russian opposition. Among them there are Garry Kasparov, former World Chess 
Champion, and Mihail Hodorkovsky, critic of the Kremlin.” 

Germany says Leopard 2 tanks will be delivered to Ukraine in late March, 

Ukrinform reports. “German Defense Minister Boris Pistorius has said that Leopard 
2A6 main battles tanks that Germany earlier pledged to provide to Ukraine will be 
delivered to the country in late March. […] 

It was also stated during the visit that Germany would supply Ukraine with five 
more Gepard self-propelled anti-aircraft guns, guided missiles, five Dachs armored 
engineer vehicles and five Biber armored bridge layers.” 

German govt security council OKs delivery of 178 Leopard 1 tanks to Ukraine 
– source, Reuters reports. “The German government's security council has approved 
delivery of 178 Leopard 1 tanks to Ukraine from industry stocks, considerably more 
than previously announced, a source said, confirming an earlier Spiegel magazine 
report. […] The report emerged as German Defence Minister Boris Pistorius made a 
surprise appearance in Kyiv. […] 

Some would be sent in the summer but the bulk of the Leopard 1s would be 
delivered next year, Der Spiegel reported.” 

Netherlands, Denmark and Germany buy 100 Leopard 1 Tanks for Ukraine - 
Dutch gov't, Reuters reports. “The Netherlands, Denmark and Germany are buying 
100 Leopard-1A5 battle tanks for Ukraine, the Dutch government said on Tuesday. 
The Dutch defence ministry said in a statement the tanks would be purchased 
directly from German industry. 

In an interview on Dutch national broadcaster NOS, Netherlands Defence Minister 
Kasja Ollongen said the tanks, a slightly older model, are "definitely still useable" 

https://www.pravda.com.ua/eng/news/2023/02/6/7388199/
https://mfa.gov.ua/news/dmitro-kuleba-nazvav-tri-prioriteti-ukrayini-na-myunhenskij-bezpekovij-konferenciyi
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for fighting in Ukraine. It's a tested tank, and because they're being tuned up and 
made ready for fighting, they will definitely be useful for the Ukrainians, she said.” 

Ukraine to receive about 80 Leopard 1 tanks in 2023 – Reznikov, Ukrinform 
reports, citing Defence Minister Oleksii Reznikov. "The German government has 
already decided to supply Ukraine with Leopard 1 tanks. There will be 20-25 of these 
tanks by this summer, about 80 by the end of the year, and more than 100 Leopard 1 
tanks in 2024. These are at least three battalions, including materials that will need 
to be purchased, spare parts, ammunition and training, he wrote.” 

Lithuania hands Ukraine L-70 anti-aircraft guns with ammunition, Ukrinform 
reports, citing the Ministry of Defence of Lithuania. "The latest Lithuanian military 
aid for Ukraine is dozens of L-70 anti-aircraft vehicles with ammunition. For the last 
two weeks, Ukrainian instructors in Lithuania have been participating in training on 
how to man these guns. They will train even more Ukrainian operators once they 
return to the country," the statement reads. 

It is also noted that, in general, Lithuania plans to train about 1,600 Ukrainian 
soldiers before year-end.” 

Poland ready to train two battalions of Ukrainian Armed Forces every month, 
Ukrinform reports. “Poland has announced its intention to train two battalions of the 
Ukrainian Armed Forces every month. Wojciech Skurkiewicz, Deputy Minister of 
National Defense of Poland, said this at a meeting of the National Defense Committee 
of the Sejm. […] 

Skurkiewicz noted that the training of Ukrainian units takes place as part of an EU 
mission, in which Poland was one of the main organizers and made the biggest 
contribution, in particular, by managing the mission at the operational level.” 

Germany starts testing RCH-155 artillery systems, Ukraine to receive them 
first, Ukrainska Pravda reports, citing Welt news agency. “The RCH-155 wheeled 
howitzer, developed by arms industry company Krauss-Maffei Wegmann (KMW), has 
unique capabilities because it does not need to stop to fire its shells. This has huge 
advantages, as it makes it difficult to detect and combat. The RCH-155 is capable of 
automatically firing nine rounds per minute, which hit targets at a distance of 40 to 
50 kilometres or even more, depending on the type of ammunition. The vehicle, which 
weighs almost 40 tonnes, has eight wheels […] and is therefore very mobile on the 
road and can reach speeds of over 100 km/h. […] 

It is expected that the RCH-155 will be delivered no earlier than 30 months after 
the contract is signed, i.e., in 2025. The manufacturer did not start production of 
the Self-Propelled Howitzers until the government's approval was obtained.” 

Norway plans $7 billion in aid to Ukraine over five years, Reuters reported on 
Monday. “Norway’s prime minister proposed on Monday that his country, a major 
petroleum exporter, should provide some 75 billion crowns ($7.3 billion) in aid to 
Ukraine over five years. […]  

In 2023, half the assistance would fund military needs while the rest would cover 
humanitarian aid, although this split could change in coming years, he said. This is 
the largest aid programme Norway has ever had, Stoere told Reuters, adding that 
the money would be distributed according to the Ukrainian government’s priorities 
and not necessarily transferred directly to the authorities. 

Ukraine’s President Volodymyr Zelenskiy called the five-year package 
unprecedented.” 
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New developments    

A. Russia: NATO involvement in Ukraine threatens 'unpredictable' 

escalation, Reuters reports. ”The U.S. and its allies are trying to prolong the 

conflict as much as possible, Defence Minister Sergei Shoigu said in a 

conference call with military officials. To do this, they have started supplying 

heavy offensive weapons, openly urging Ukraine to seize our territories. In fact, 

such steps are dragging NATO countries into the conflict and could lead to an 

unpredictable level of escalation. His allusion to "our territories" appeared to be 

a reference to four regions in eastern and southern Ukraine - Donetsk, 

Luhansk, Zaporizhzhia and Kherson - that Russia claims to have annexed 

following referendums last September condemned by Kyiv and its Western 

allies as illegitimate.” 

B. Rada extends Ukraine's military status and mobilisation, Ukrainska 

Pravda reports. “The Verkhovna Rada has approved the president's draft laws 

on approval of decrees on extending the term of military status and the term of 

general mobilisation for 90 more days. […] The military status will be extended 

on 19 February 2023 and will last again for 90 days.” 

C. German Defence Minister says world would be better without Putin in it, 

Ukrainska Pravda reports, citing Bild. “The German Defence Minister said 

that the world would be better off without Putin "without any doubt or 

hesitation".In his opinion, Russia’s threats to deploy nuclear weapons should 

not hinder military support for Ukraine. […] He stressed that a brutal war of 

attrition with a huge number of victims is being waged in Ukraine. Ukraine is 

worthy of admiration and deserves our full and unwavering support, he said 

and added that he believes that Ukraine will win this war.” 

D. Ukraine's Zelensky says stop 'rumours' as defence minister remains. 

Reuters reports. “Ukrainian President Volodymyr Zelensky called on Tuesday 

for an end to the spread of "rumours or any other pseudo-information" that 

could undermine unity in the war against Russia. His remarks, in an address 

to parliament, appeared intended to end public speculation over whether 

Defence Minister Oleksii Reznikov will be removed and underline that only the 

president can take and announce such decisions.” 

E. Ukraine's Secretary of National Security hints that Ukraine can strike 

Russian territory, Ukrainska Pravda reports, citing CNN. "It's only a matter 

of time before we get F-16s. They will definitely come. Unfortunately, in the 

meantime, we’re losing our people while fighting for our independence, “Oleksii 

Danilov, Secretary of the National Security and Defence Council,] said. Danilov 

also hinted in the interview with CNN that Ukraine is capable of striking at 

Russia on its own territory, outside of occupied Ukraine. Regarding Russian 

territory, nobody prohibits us to destroy targets with weapons produced in 

Ukraine. Do we have such weapons? Yes, we do." 

F. Russia accuses U.S. embassy of 'fake news' over Ukraine, threatens 

expulsions, Reuters reports. “Russia has demanded that the U.S. embassy in 

Moscow stop spreading what Moscow regards as fake news regarding its 

military operation in Ukraine and has threatened to expel U.S. diplomats, the 

TASS news agency reported on Tuesday. The warning included a harsh 

message to Lynne Tracy, the new U.S. ambassador to Moscow, TASS said, 

citing a senior Russian foreign ministry source who said Tracy had been told 

she must strictly adhere to Russian law when making any statements about 
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Russia's armed forces in Ukraine. […] Russia has made "discrediting" its 

armed forces a crime punishable by up to five years in jail, while a charge of 

knowingly distributing "false information" about the military carries a 

maximum sentence of 15 years.” 

G. Biden may visit Poland on anniversary of Russia's full-scale war against 

Ukraine, Ukrainska Pravda reports, citing NBC News. “According to three 

sources of the news outlet, the US President's visit to Poland is currently 

scheduled for the end of February. However, these are not the final dates yet, 

and plans may change before official announcements from the White House.” 

H. Ukrainian president appoints governors of three regions, Ukrinform 

reports, citing the website of the head of state. “Ukrainian President 

Volodymyr Zelensky has signed decrees appointing the governors of the 

Dnipropetrovsk, Zaporizhzhia and Kherson regions. Serhii Lysak was 

appointed the head of Dnipropetrovsk Regional State Administration, Yurii 

Malashko became the head of Zaporizhzhia Regional State Administration, and 

Oleksandr Prokudin was appointed the head of Kherson Regional State 

Administration.” 

I. Moscow starts "begging" for negotiations through mediators, Ukrainska 

Pravda reported on Monday, citing Radio NV. “Oleksii Danilov, the Secretary 

of the National Security and Defence Council (NSDC), stated that Russia is 

beginning to "beg" for negotiations through intermediaries, yet Ukraine has set 

four simple conditions. […] Ukraine set four simple conditions for Russia: 1. 

Retreat from all Ukrainian territories that are now temporarily occupied. 2. 

Responsibility through the tribunal for those who started the war and who are 

killing children, seniors, and women who have nothing to do with warfare. 3. 

Security guarantees for Ukraine. 4. Accountability.” 

J. Nordic countries jointly oppose Russian, Belarusian sports 

participation, Reuters reports. “The Nordic Olympic Committees wrote to the 

International Olympic Committee (IOC) on Tuesday to reiterate their opposition 

to Russian and Belarusian athletes being allowed to take part in international 

sports. Last week, Latvia, Lithuania, Estonia and Poland called on 

international sports bodies to ban Russian and Belarusian athletes from 

competing in the Olympics and other events while the war in Ukraine 

continues.” 

Assessment  

1. On the War 

The Institute for the Study of War has made the following assessment as of Tuesday 

7 February: 

(quote) “Russian forces conducted limited ground attacks near Svatove and 

Kreminna on February 7. The Ukrainian General Staff reported that Ukrainian 

forces repelled a Russian ground attack near Novoselivske, 13km northwest of 

Svatove. Kremlin-sponsored news outlet RIA Novosti published footage reportedly 

of Russian forces repelling a Ukrainian ground attack in Novoselivske on an 

unspecified but likely recent date. Geolocated footage posted on February 6 shows 

that Russian T-90 tanks firing at Ukrainian forces in Novoselivske. The Ukrainian 

General Staff also reported that Ukrainian forces repelled Russian ground attacks 
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near Kreminna and Dibrova (5km southwest of Kreminna). Another Russian 

milblogger claimed that Russian forces advanced several kilometers near 

Bilohorivka, from which the milblogger claimed Ukrainian forces had previously 

withdrawn. Ukrainian forces still maintain a presence in Bilohorivka, as ISW has 

recently reported. 

Russian sources are increasingly 

framing Russian offensive operations 

around Siversk (17km southwest of 

Kreminna) as supporting a broader 

effort against Lyman (23km west of 

Kreminna) rather than Bakhmut. Donetsk 

People’s Republic (DNR) Head Denis 

Pushilin claimed that Russian forces 

experienced unspecified successes near 

Siversk and claimed that Russian forces 

must take Siversk in order to later take 

Lyman. Some Russian milbloggers 

claimed that Russian forces are 

advancing towards Siversk from the 

northeast near Bilohorivka, from the east 

near Zolotarivka, and from the southeast 

near Spirne. 

Russian forces continued ground 

attacks around Bakhmut on 

February 7. The Ukrainian General Staff 

reported that Ukrainian troops repelled 

Russian attacks on Bakhmut itself; northeast of Bakhmut near 

Verkhokamyanske (30km northeast) and Vesele (17km northeast); north of 

Bakhmut near Zaliznyanske (6km north), Krasna Hora (4km north), and 

Paraskoviivka (5km north); and west of Bakhmut near Ivanivske (5km 

west). Geolocated footage published on February 6 confirms Russian tactical 

advances north of Bakhmut near Blahodatne (7km north of Bakhmut) and Krasna 

Hora. Russian milbloggers claimed that Wagner Group forces are continuing efforts 

to take Krasna Hora and Paraskoviivka but that Ukrainian troops still hold these 

two settlements. One milblogger claimed that Wagner has cleared up to 50 percent 

of Krasna Hora. Several Russian sources also claimed that Wagner Group forces 

reached the T0504 Kostyantynivka-Chasiv Yar-Bakhmut highway but did not offer 

specifics on where this may have occurred. Russian milbloggers continue to report 

that Ukrainian troops maintain control of Ivanivske, a critical settlement along the 

T0504. Regardless of whether Wagner has reached the T0504, they are already 

close enough to the highway to substantially threaten Ukrainian supply 

capabilities along the route. The fact that the Ukrainian defense of Bakhmut 

continues despite tangible threats to the T0504 suggests that its interdiction will 

not be the operationally significant victory that Russian sources have presented it 

as. 



 
 

 

Russian forces did not conduct any 

confirmed ground attacks in the 

Avdiivka–Donetsk City area or in 

western Donetsk Oblast on February 

7. A Russian milblogger reported that 

elements of the Donetsk People’s 

Republic (DNR) “Somalia” and “Sparta” 

battalions and “Slavic” Brigade are 

responsible for operations in the Avdiivka 

area. Russian media outlet RT posted a 

report from Marinka (on the southwestern 

outskirts of Donetsk City) and claimed 

that Ukrainian forces are fighting for the 

western part of the settlement but that it 

is harder for Ukrainian forces to hold 

their fortified areas due to high 

losses. Russian and Ukrainian sources 

reported that Ukrainian troops conducted 

limited counterattacks near Vuhledar 

(30km southwest of Donetsk City) on the 

evening of February 6. Footage and imagery posted to social media shows the 

aftermath of Ukrainian strikes on Russian positions near Vuhledar, and a 

Ukrainian reserve officer claimed that Russian forces lost up to 30 armored 

vehicles during the counterattacks and associated strikes. 

Russian Defense Minister Sergei Shoigu held a press conference on the 

status of the war on February 7, likely in an attempt to posture the 

Russian Ministry of Defense (MoD) as an effective and involved leadership 

apparatus as the Russian military prepares for a renewed major offensive 

in Ukraine. Shoigu claimed that Russian forces are successfully developing 

operations near Bakhmut and Vuhledar and claimed that Russian troops have 

recently taken control of Soledar, Klishchiivka, Pidhorodne, Krasnopolivka, 

Blahodatne, and Mykolaivka in the Bakhmut area and Lobkove in Zaporizhia 

Oblast. Shoigu likely held this press conference in order to create the guise of 

formality and legitimacy for the Russian MoD as it continues efforts to reform the 

Russian military, prepare for a renewed offensive, and set conditions for prolonged 

operations in Ukraine. ISW has previously noted that Russian officials are 

preparing for an imminent Russian offensive in Ukraine in the coming months, and 

that these preparations are also happening on the strategic level with Russian 

command structures. 

Russian military command may be rushing to launch a large-scale 

offensive operation to conquer Donetsk Oblast in an unrealistic timeframe 

and likely without sufficient combat power. The UK MoD assessed on 

February 7 that Russia has highly likely been attempting to launch a major 

offensive operation to reach the Donetsk Oblast administrative borders since early 

January 2023 but had only been able to gain several hundred meters of territory 

per week. The UK MoD attributed such a slow pace to Russian munitions shortages 

and a lack of maneuver units that are necessary for a successful and rapid 

offensive. The UK MoD noted that Russia is unlikely to build up the combat power 



 
 

 

necessary to substantially affect the outcome of the war while Russian military 

command continues to demand for unrealistic and sweeping advances. ISW 

similarly assessed on January 28 that Russian leadership may be once again 

planning a decisive offensive based on erroneous assumptions about Russian 

military capabilities and likely lacks the combat power necessary to sustain more 

than one major offensive operation. ISW also observed the Kremlin signaling 

preparations for an early 2023 offensive in December but assessed that the time 

and space relationship may hinder Russian rapid and large-scale advance 

aspirations as Ukraine heads into a muddy spring season unsuitable for maneuver 

warfare. 

The Russian nationalist information space is continuing to express worry 

over Russia’s inability to sustain a rapid and multi-pronged decisive 

offensive operation on a deadline. One prominent milblogger warned that 

Russian forces should not fall into the trap of attempting to start numerous 

offensive operations like they did in spring 2022 but instead focus on gradual 

advances that would generate high casualties among Ukrainian forces. The 

milblogger added that Russian military command should prioritize tiring Ukrainian 

forces and disrupting their logistics rather than conducting a frontal assault. 

Another milblogger stated that Russia still needs to create a breakthrough force 

and reject its current tactic of launching small, localized offensives that waste 

Russian combat on “capturing fields.” ISW previously assessed that Russian 

efforts to conduct spoiling attacks and to fix Ukrainian forces further undermine the 

sustainability of a major offensive. […] 

The Kremlin may be considering implementing some demands previously 

voiced by Wagner Group financier Yevgeny Prigozhin to build rapport with 

other nationalist figures who advocated for similar policies. Head of the 

Russian State Duma Committee on Security and Anti-Corruption Vasily Piskarev is 

reportedly preparing amendments to the Russian Criminal Code to include 

provisions against discreditation of individuals who participated in combat 

operations and volunteer detachments that assist the Russian Armed Forces 

during the war in Ukraine. Russian state media credited Prigozhin as the initiator 

of the amendment, and the provision will likely include Wagner mercenaries whom 

the Russian Ministry of Defense (MoD) repeatedly labeled as “volunteers.” The 

largest Russia media holding company, Gazprom Media, is reportedly planning to 

ban its media outlets (which include Russian federal TV channels) from publishing 

content on YouTube. Russian outlets also speculated that Gazprom Media’s bans 

may be connected to efforts to block YouTube in Russia — another initiative that 

Prigozhin advocated for since late 2022. Both provisions, if authorized, do not 

legalize Wagner or elevate Prigozhin’s coveted political authority in Russia. 

However, those provisions appeal to the broader nationalist and milblogger 

communities who had been calling for stricter limitations on Western media in 

Russia and for the Kremlin’s recognition of volunteers — which include proxy 

armed formations, volunteer battalions, and the Russian Combat Reserve (BARS). 

The Russian State Duma further formalized the institution of social 

benefit schemes in occupied territories of Ukraine in order to further 

consolidate administrative control of occupied areas. State Duma Chairman 

Vyacheslav Volodin stated on February 7 that the Duma adopted the first reading 



 
 

 

of four bills on the legislative integration of social rights of the residents of occupied 

Donetsk, Luhansk, Kherson, and Zaporizhia oblasts. The bills define the minimum 

level of income, pension payments, sick leave, pregnancy and childcare benefits, 

and social support for veterans and the disabled and notably allows residents to 

submit documents to apply for social benefits in Ukrainian without a notarized 

translation into Russia. The Duma bills represent the highest level of legislative 

integration of social benefit schemes thus far, having previously been defined and 

advertised in local forms by individual occupation officials. ISW continues to 

assess that such social benefit measures are a method of consolidating 

administrative control of occupied areas, as residents of occupied areas are forced 

to interact with Russian-controlled administrative organs to receive necessary 

payments. The Duma bills codify and formalize these practices are part of the 

Russian legislative code. 

Key Takeaways 

• Russian Defense Minister Sergei Shoigu is likely attempting to posture the 

Russian Ministry of Defense (MoD) as an effective and involved 

leadership apparatus as the Russian military prepares for a renewed major 

offensive in Ukraine. 

• Russian military command may be rushing to launch a large-scale 

offensive operation to conquer Donetsk Oblast in an unrealistic 

timeframe and likely without sufficient combat power. 

• The Russian nationalist information space is continuing to express worry over 

Russia’s inability to sustain a rapid and multi-pronged decisive 

offensive operation on a deadline. 

• Russian state energy company Gazprom may be creating its own private 

security force, likely in an effort to normalize state-affiliated paramilitary 

groups and undermine non-state private military companies (PMCs). 

• The Kremlin may be implementing some demands previously voiced by 

Wagner Group financier Yevgeny Prigozhin to build rapport with other 

nationalist figures who advocated for similar policies. 

• The Russian State Duma further formalized the institution of social 

benefit schemes in occupied territories of Ukraine in order to further 

consolidate administrative control of occupied areas. 

• Russian forces conducted limited ground attacks near Svatove and 

Kreminna. 

• Russian forces continued ground attacks around Bakhmut. 

• Russian forces did not make confirmed territorial gains on the 

southern axis. 

• Russian officials appear to be investing in railway infrastructure to 

increase the efficiency of military logistics. 

• The Russian MoD is reportedly proposing a bill to allow all military 

personnel, including conscripts, to voluntarily participate in Russian 

peacekeeping missions.“ (unquote) 

Russian offensive expected to include Kharkiv, Zaporizhzhia regions -Ukraine 
security chief, Reuters reports. “Ukraine's national security chief said on Tuesday 
Kyiv expects Russia to include the northeastern Kharkiv or southern Zaporizhzhia 
regions as targets of an anticipated offensive aimed at reclaiming the initiative in its 
year-old invasion. Oleksiy Danilov, head of the National Security and Defence 
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Council, said Russian forces were probing Kyiv's defences in partially Russian-
occupied Zaporizhzhia, part of a Moscow-controlled land bridge between eastern 
Ukraine and Crimea on the southern Black Sea coast. 

In an interview with Reuters, he also said Kyiv doesn't exclude a new Russian 
push in the Kharkiv region, from which Moscow's forces were repelled by a 
lightning Ukrainian counter-offensive last summer. Attempts at an offensive in 
either the Kharkiv or Zaporizhzhia direction will of course be made, he said, 
speaking in his office in the capital, Kyiv. […] 

Danilov echoed earlier predictions by Kyiv that Russia still wants to capture all of 

the Donetsk and Luhansk regions in the east that Moscow claimed as its own 
territory last year in referendums dismissed by Kyiv and the West as a sham. […] 
Danilov said Kyiv expected Russia to seek to achieve demonstrable results around 
the one-year anniversary of its full-scale invasion on Feb. 24.” 

Russia pays a bloody price for small gains on eastern front, The New York Times 
reports. “As Russia makes slow, bloody gains in a renewed push to capture more of 
eastern Ukraine, it is pouring ever more conscripts and military supplies into the 
battle, Ukrainian officials say. Still it remains far from clear that Moscow can mobilize 
enough forces to sustain a prolonged offensive. 

The Ukrainian military said on Tuesday that Russian forces were attacking in five 
different directions along the crescent-shaped front line in the east, relying on 
masses of troops to try to overrun Ukrainian positions. The tactic has 
allowed Russia to make incremental gains in recent weeks and, according to U.S. 
officials, to slowly tighten a noose around the key Ukrainian-held city of Bakhmut. 
But the strategy has come at a cost of hundreds of dead and wounded soldiers 
each day. 

The major threat is the quantity, Serhiy Haidai, the Ukrainian governor of the 
eastern region of Luhansk, told Ukrainian television on Tuesday. It is a huge 
monster that is at war with us, and it owns immense resources — not endless, but 
still. There are too many of them. […] 

Amid reports that President Volodymyr Zelensky of Ukraine would visit Brussels 
on Thursday to meet with European Union leaders for a long-planned summit, 
Ukraine’s military intelligence agency repeated a warning that Moscow planned to 
mobilize as many as half a million more soldiers to sustain its campaign. 
That would be in addition to the 300,000 mobilized in October 2022, 
Vadym Skibitsky, Ukraine’s deputy intelligence chief, wrote in a lengthy statement 
released Monday night assessing the state of the war. 

But Western intelligence officials have questioned whether President Vladimir V. 
Putin of Russia could quickly find hundreds of thousands more soldiers without 
triggering a greater domestic backlash. The Kremlin is already struggling to train 
and arm the soldiers it does have, military analysts have said. 

Britain’s defense intelligence agency said on Tuesday that Russia had been 
trying to launch major offensive operations since early last month, with the 
aim of capturing the rest of the Donetsk region, which includes Bakhmut. But it 
had only managed to gain several hundred meters of territory per week, in part 
because of a lack of munitions, the agency said in its latest daily assessment of 
the war. […] 

Some military analysts have suggested that Ukraine would do better taking a 
strong defensive position that ultimately weakens Russia’s forces. “Arguably, UA 
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is better served absorbing the RU attack & exhausting RU offensive 
potential, then taking the initiative later this spring,” Michael Kofman, the 
director of Russian studies at CNA, a research institute in Arlington, Va., wrote on 
Monday in an extended analytical thread on Twitter, referring to Ukraine and 
Russia. […] 

While Moscow’s willingness to sacrifice large numbers of soldiers for only marginal 
gains has been demonstrated time and again over the course of the war, Mr. Putin 
has been reticent to publicly announce a second wave of mobilization. […] 
Moscow’s latest push along the eastern front has relied upon inexperienced 
new recruits and former convicts to rush toward Ukrainian positions, 
straining Kyiv’s forces but also producing heavy casualties. A Russian 
opposition publication, Mediazona, has said that fewer Russian prisoners are 
willing to sign up for combat because of reports of high casualties among penal 
colony recruits. 

Mr. Haidai said on Tuesday that Ukrainian officials had observed Russian 
commanders keeping newly arriving units of freshly mobilized soldiers separated 
from each other. The reason, he said, was to keep word of losses in the Russian 
ranks from spreading. […] 

European nations have largely closed ranks behind Ukraine, in some cases 
at great cost to their economies, including by severing their energy links to 
Russia. They have also dealt with the fallout of ratcheting up the economic costs of 
the war for the Kremlin through sanctions — while Mr. Zelensky has been pushing 
for more, and better enforced, economic penalties for Moscow. […] 

Mr. Zelensky needs the European Union’s financial support to keep his embattled 
country running and avoid a default on its debts. And his country will need 
enormous sums of funding to ultimately rebuild. 

In Ukraine, the head of the Donetsk regional military administration, Pavlo 
Kyrylenko, said that if the position of the country’s forces fighting around Bakhmut 
became untenable, a decision could be made to withdraw. Life and health of our 
defenders is one of the main priorities, he said in an interview with Radio Liberty. 
Therefore, nobody’s going to use them as cannon fodder. For now, Bakhmut is 
standing. We are doing everything in our power to liquidate as many 
Russians as possible to slow down their offensive.” 

 

2. Consequences and what to do?   

Over 8,000 people submit applications to join the Offensive Guard, Ukrainska 

Pravda reports, citing Ihor Klymenko, Acting Minister of Internal Affairs. “As of 
today, over 8,000 people have submitted applications to join the Offensive Guard. All 
of them will be interviewed and go through checks. The largest number of volunteers 
have signed up to join the National Guard, which also has more brigades. The 
National Guard has six brigades, whereas the National Police has one and the State 
Border Service also has one. […] 

He stressed that the main task of the Offensive Guard will be to liberate 

Ukrainian territory occupied by Russian forces. "We will work on the 
offensive. While the Ukrainian Armed Forces are holding the line, we will 
prepare to liberate our territory," Klymenko said. 

On 2 February, Ihor Klymenko, Acting Minister of Internal Affairs, said that the 
Interior Ministry started forming assault brigades known as Offensive Guard to 
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strengthen the Defence Forces and liberate the temporarily occupied territories of 
Ukraine. 

The National Police explained that Ukraine is preparing for the liberation of 
Luhansk, Donetsk and Crimea from the Russian occupiers, therefore the Ministry 
of Internal Affairs is forming eight assault brigades of the Offensive Guard and 
inviting volunteers to join. 

The National Guard emphasised that all fighters from the Offensive Guard 
will be provided with benefits, including the opportunity to receive housing and 
medical treatment, as well as study at a university.” 

How Brussels Assesses Kyiv's Readiness to Join the EU: Analytical Report, 
European Pravda reports. “Over a dozen top European Union officials from Brussels 
arrived in Kyiv last week to attend a summit and a joint meeting with the EU and 
Ukraine officials, thereby sending a signal of support to the war-torn country. There 
are two more signals to Ukraine that complement each other. 

First, the EU already makes it clear publicly that one day Ukraine will join the 
European Union. […] Secondly, Brussels signals that Kyiv should have a сlear 
mind, moving towards the EU. Joining the EU is possible only if Kyiv meets all the 
complex criteria. Overly optimistic statements from Ukraine's government 
about two years of accession negotiations convince Brussels that Kyiv does 

not understand the scale of the procedure. 

Ursula von der Leyen personally handed over a document to President Zelenskyy 
on Thursday, which aims to solve the last issue. It was an assessment of 
compliance with the acquis, i.e., EU law, which the European Commission carried 
out simultaneously for Ukraine, Moldova, and Georgia. We analysed this and 
similar EU documents. The main conclusions are as follows. 

Ukraine's readiness for accession is not high: Kyiv received 2 out of 5. 
Ukraine's performance in 2022 is even worse than the Balkan states had in 

ME: The concerns raised on 4 February remains valid. I find the ambitions of 
the Ukrainian Ministry of Internal Affairs (MoI) potentially problematic. Not 
because I question Ukraine’s need for 8 additional brigades to evict Russian 
forces from Ukraine. Nor because I question the professionality or dedication 
of the Ukrainian National Guard, the State Border Service or the National 
Police. Their servicemen are presently fighting in several of the hotspots along 
the frontline and do so with distinction.   

I problematize the decision because it is not the task of the Ministry of 
Internal Affairs (MoI).  

The MoI statements help increase my concern. Firstly, by stating that 
“Ukrainian Armed Forces are holding the line, we will prepare to liberate our 
territory”, MoI is in essence positioning itself to receive the incoming western 
tanks and infantry fighting vehicles. That will make its assault brigades 
better equipped than UAF. 

Secondly, the announcement that “all fighters from the Offensive Guard will 
be provided with benefits, including the opportunity to receive housing and 
medical treatment, as well as study at a university” bears all the signs of a 

permanent structure under creation. These are not the kind of benefits one 
provides volunteers during times of war.  
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2015! […] Ukraine has excellent growth potential and may be poised to pull ahead. 
Kyiv should realise that several reforms determine the EU's perception of success.” 

 

ME: Norway plans $7 billion in aid to Ukraine over five years. In 2023, half the 
assistance would fund military needs while the rest would cover humanitarian aid. 
This is the largest aid programme Norway has ever had. The 75 billion crowns ($7.3 
billion) in financial support comes on top of the 13,7 billion crowns ($1.3 billion) 

already donated (humanitarian, financial and militarily).  

Per capita, this equals a US donation of $528,6 billion. From January 24 to 
November 20, 2022, the United States provided around $51,1 billion in bilateral 
financial, humanitarian, and military aid to Ukraine after the Russian invasion 
started. In total, the United States has now committed $30 billion in military aid to 
Ukraine since the beginning of the Biden Administration. If the level of support is 
upheld for the next 5 years, the US support will reach a staggering $306,6 billion.  

Support for Ukraine is not a competition. It is in the interest of the West as 

increasingly more countries acknowledge that Ukraine is defending European 
security, stability and prosperity. It is not only fighting for its right to exist but also 
our shared values and principles.  

And to be fair, Norway can afford it. It is one of the countries that has seen a surge 
in income following Russia’s invasion of Ukraine as the price of gas sold to Europe 
soared last year.  

It is, however, the right thing to do. And it is very much in Norway’s national 
interest to make sure that Russia is defeated in Ukraine.  

I am making the comparison only to demonstrate that Europe and the US are 
equally committed to supporting Ukraine. While the US is by far the most important 
supplier of military hardware, several European countries– given their size, 
population or GDP – are in relative terms providing far more support than the US. 
Many are donating military support way above their “weight class”. 

Several countries are running extremely low on their stocks of short-range 
weapons after supplying most of or all they had in inventory to Ukraine. “We 
are on the brink of taking risks, [Kusti Salm, secretary general of the Estonian 
Defense Ministry], said. “Very heavy risks of our own national security tapping into 
some of our reserves. … And I know that there are other allies doing the same. So the 
only solution is rapidly ramping up the manufacturing power, and making sure the 
policy framework and policy financing signal support for this. […] Many of those 
countries also have been supplying Ukraine with NATO-compatible heavy weapons 
from their own stocks. […]” 

Denmark recently decided to donate all of its French-made Caesar howitzer artillery 
systems to Ukraine. Estonia has just decided to give all its 155 mm howitzers to 

Ukraine wanting to create a precedent in this way so that other countries do not 
have any excuses why they cannot provide Ukraine with the necessary weapons to 
win the war. 

The unprecedented defence support to Ukraine has seen weapon and 
ammunition stockpiles across NATO dwindle to critically low levels (as some 
of its most potent weapons – the 4th and 5th generation combat aircraft, long-
range weapons, and navies – remain uncommitted).  

"What is required now from the British government ... is not just the ad hoc 

announcements of military help ... but a longer-term plan that takes us through 
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2023 and beyond for the military, diplomatic, the economic, the humanitarian help 
that we are willing to provide Ukraine," British Shadow Defence Secretary John 
Healey said.  

His advice is timely as the Western inflow of defence support has been slow and 
incremental, laying the foundation for a prolonged war that the NATO members are 
ill-equipped to support. There is a massive gap between Ukraine’s urgent need for 
weapons and ammunition and the defence industry’s lack of ability to ramp up 
production. A prolonged war will only help increase the scale and scope of the 
logistical problems NATO member states are facing.   

This brings us back to the issue of the scale and scope of Western support to 
Ukraine. The costs are not only linked to Ukraine’s ability to stop and defeat 
Russian forces but also Russia’s continuous destruction of Ukraine – its 
infrastructure, industrial base, and agricultural industry -  and its effort to change 
the Ukrainian demography and undermine its financial viability through a 
devastating maritime embargo. Western costs are also very much linked to the 
“tsunami of ripple effects” from the war, as well as the ongoing depletion of its 
military capability. 

The longer the war lasts, the higher the costs.  

The cost of rebuilding Ukraine is presently assessed to be around $750 billion. The 
costs of a changing political landscape in the West and the constant suffering of 
Ukraine and Ukrainians cannot even be given a meaningful price tag.   

In September, I argued that military intervention in Ukraine is in NATO's interest. 
Five months later, the arguments listed stand stronger than ever.  

The only alternative to a direct military intervention – recognising that the 
Russian-induced fear has taken hold in key Western policy and decision-

makers – is giving Ukraine all the tools they need to defeat Russia.  

“The war remains fluid and dynamic, so the nature of our support will continue to 
adapt as conditions evolve to give Ukraine the training, equipment and capabilities 
they require to be effective on the battlefield,” said Pentagon deputy press secretary 
Sabrina Singh. 

“To be effective on the battlefield” does not translate into “to be victorious” 
given its unwillingness to provide Ukraine with all the tools needed. It 
translates into a prolonged war where time is on Russia’s side.  
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